
 

NMI specialises in the sales, marketing and distribution of brands ranging in scope from designer, European 

luxury labels, to street-savvy and contemporary lifestyle brands, offering this corner of the globe access to a 

list of otherwise inaccessible international fashion houses. The NMI PR showroom & Marketing team provide 

a multi-layered strategic service to each brand, to ensure they are widely represented across all media 

channels. 

More than just a fashion distribution powerhouse, NMI’s footwear distribution and design division works 

symbiotically to develop and distribute a large range of men’s and women’s footwear. Women’s labels extend 

from the in-house ranges, Beau Coops, Sempre Di, Sogni Di Giorgia and Piazza Grande, to the distribution of 

Blonde Ambition and Schutz, consequently covering a wide spectrum of the footwear market. For men, 

Brando – brain child of Rocco Mascitelli offers the Australasian market a premium, handmade Italian product 

at an accessible price point. It is this competitive edge, in combination with a lovingly bespoke feel that 

cements the Mascitelli Empire as leaders in their field. 

Simply put House of Last exists as a design / development / manufacturing / sourcing / production / supply 

chain & consultant foundation under the direction of Nick Mascitelli Imports. 

Inhouse designers offer a 360 approach and flexibility to any given requirement. Whether concept, and 

technical design on original product, to adaptation from brief or consult. HOL is a full service for footwear & 

accessories – from concept to launch, sales, distribution and marketing/PR 

Sourcing & Manufacturing for the most part is controlled in Italy in the footwear specialty region (Ancona) 

from which the Mascitelli family 

have been making shoes for generations. World class brands who strive for luxury quality all make their 

product in this region. As a result HOL has long standing strong relationships that provide our company a 

uniquely bespoke & cottage industry approach to executing product at the highest quality. 

Recent collaborations from HOL include collections with Karen Walker, Sass & Bide, Arthur Galan, Leona 

Edminston and Bassike. 

  

 

http://www.nmi.com.au/

